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Abstract: The present globalised market is forcing many companies to invest in new strategies and tools for supporting knowledge management. This aspect is becoming a key factor in the industrial competitiveness for the presence of extended enterprises that normally deal with huge data exchange and share processes. This scenario is due to the presence of partners, geographically distributed over the entire globe, that participate, in different steps of the product lifecycle, to product development, maintenance and recycling. At present Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) seems to be the right solution for supporting enterprises in this complex scenario, even if a real standardised approach for the implementation of knowledge sharing and management tools doesn’t exist. For this reason the aim of this paper is to develop a knowledge management strategy able to support the formalisation and the reuse of the enterprise expertise acquired working on previous products. Focusing the attention on consumer packaged goods enterprises the strategy has developed a systematic methodology integrating the Quality Function Deployment (QFD) and the Teoriya Resheniya Izobreatelskih Zadatch (TRIZ) for supporting the knowledge codification and management. A case of study, with the intent to solve the problem of waste disposal, has been conducted to validate the proposed methodology.
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1. Introduction

PLM is the acronym of Product Lifecycle Management: it is the process of managing the entire product lifecycle through all phases of its life: conception, design, manufacture, use and disposal [1]. PLM integrates people, data, process and business system and provides a product information to all organization sectors. Its aim is to promote the knowledge sharing among all organization sectors and members, so that anyone, with specific keys, can access to data base information, which cover the lifecycle of the product. To store the product information into the PLM data base, it is necessary to adopt a common and simple semantics for the subsequent search, access and reuse purposes.

According with G. Schuh et al. [2] there are seven key elements of the PLM definition (Fig. 1). In the technical literature the approach of PLM have multiple perspectives, vary within method and process specification for partial PLM aspects to detailed technical issues at software integration level.

At the methods and process level, Schuh et al. [3] position the product structure as a core discipline of PLM, as it structurally connects the modules, items and information of a product. Eigner and Stelzer [4] consider the management of the product configuration over the entire lifecycle as an integral part of PLM. Xu et al. [5] emphasize the cost tracking and analysis associated with each phase of the product lifecycle.

Other authors also apply the lifecycle perspective in order to analyse the environmental impact of products [6]. At the technical software integration level, McKay et al. [7] presents a product specification data model to support the transition between product requirements to design at early development stages. Eynard et al. [8] explore the advantages of using an object-oriented approach and UML diagrams to specify the product structure and workflows for a PDM implementation. Aziz et al. [9] analyse the application of open standard, open source, and peer-to-peer solutions to support collaboration in product development considering a PLM context. Kiritsis et al. [10] describe the potential of smart embedded systems to collect product data during its use in order to close the lifecycle information loop.

The new products need to simplify the ideas generation process, so to better exploit the product portfolio of the enterprise, integrating the ideas evaluation, the knowledge of implemented and completed projects and the planning capacity. In this way the company is able to rapidly reply to market shifts and to contain the development costs of product.

Focusing the attention on the Consumer Packaged Goods (CPG) Industry, its is necessary to emphasize that the product concept should not only consider the content but also the packaging, which definitely concour to the overall
product cost, by its own cost and for the transport of its weight. For example [11], the packaging costs of the jar which contains beans is about 26% of the industrial selling price, for a tomato sauce bottle of 700 gr. it can reach to 25%, for the fruit juice in brick the 20% and for milk in plastic bottle it is above 10%. Packaging represents a significant portion of a product’s selling price also in other market sectors. For example [12], in the Cosmetics Industry the packaging cost of some products may be as high as 40% of the product’s selling price.

Figure 1. Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) Elements

The environmental aspect is also very important: today the food sector is the most responsible for the production of packaging waste. The 94/62/EC Directive [13], on packaging and packaging waste, states clear specifications on the fundamental aspect of packaging environmental impact. The rules concern the prevention of packaging waste, the packaging reuse, the recycling and other forms of recovering for the volume reduction in the final disposal phase. For the reuse and recycling purpose, systems must be set up to guarantee and monitor the return of used packaging and packaging waste; life-cycle assessments should be completed to define reusable, recyclable and recoverable packaging categories. The Annex II specifies the requirements of packaging relatively to manufacturing, composition, reusability and recoverability. Packaging ought to be designed to limit its volume and weight, still maintaining the adequate level of safety and hygiene. It ought to be designed and commercialized so to permit its reuse, recover or recycle, with limited noxious or hazardous substances. For the reusability, it is required that the packaging physical properties and characteristics allow a number of trips or rotations in normal use conditions. It must be manufactured to allow the recycling of a certain percentage by weight of its component materials. The packaging waste destined to energy recovery process ought to have a minimum inferior calorific value, while the biodegradable packaging waste ought to be able of undergoing physical, chemical, thermal or biological decomposition such that it ultimately decomposes into carbon dioxide, biomass and water.

So, the main packaging function is to guarantee the product safety and conservation during the logistic process and it’s also important for the shipping, storing, piling, loading and unloading operations, it must be suitable for recycling. Moreover, the packaging is the most important factor that influence the customer’s purchase process: a correct product identification, a beguiling aspect and a good market appeal are decisive for the customer’s choices [14], [15]. One operative way to cut down the packaging development costs is to reuse the knowledge and the data relative at previous projects, where is possible, e.g. where the product has the same characteristics or the same final use. The firms that have previously invested in ERP system shall encourage the use and the development of PLM system, product-oriented, in order to develop a packaging in an innovative way.

In many companies, indeed, it is habitual to design the packaging ex-novo or to outsource the design and the production to external supplier. A new trend may be, precisely, to exploit the knowledge and experiences relating to existing packaging in order to develop new products inside the product holding enterprise. In this instance is essential the aid of the information technologies and in particular way the PLM approach. In the technical literature the research papers deal with vertical applications, none of them addresses the problem of formalizing the sharing of knowledge.

2. The proposed methodology

This paper proposes a methodology for supporting product innovation design in the consumer packaged goods, through PLM philosophy, combining Quality Function Design approach (QFD) [16], which is necessary for system requirements codification, with the Teoriya Resheniya Izobreatelskikh Zadatch (TRIZ) methodology [17], which is used to define a common semantic in the product development process that allow the comparison of the currently developing product features with those available in the enterprise knowledge and expertise.

The methodology starts (Fig. 2) from the evidence that the development of a product begins when the market stakeholders show new needs. As a consequence of this, it is necessary to collect as more needs as possible in order to
have a clear idea of the market scenario for succeeding in accomplishing all of them through the identification of the right product in the right moment. When collected and elaborated, the stakeholders' needs are converted into technical specifications, as first description of the new product.

![Proposed Methodology Flowchart](image)

The customer needs codification in technical specification represents one of the key factors for the product development, and QFD represents one of the best tools for its implementation. Unfortunately, working only with the QFD approach, every engineering and technicians involved in this codification employ his own semantic, based on his experience. This represents a problem when this experience would be reused. Working only with the QFD it is possible to work on a product with design problems similar to other previously faced, without understanding the situation only because it has been described using a different semantic, instead of using a common one developed in the company.

To reduce the problem, the designers need to acquire a certain experience and consequently the non-formal company knowledge, “by doing”. The problem is clearly critical when a new member of the product development team is involved in the project and ignores any previous experiences. For this reason it is necessary to define a common language that could be used for storing previous experiences, and so the company knowledge. Using a unique formalisation language, it will be more simple to retrieve the previous experiences and this formalisation will also allow the reuse of the company knowledge.

In order to fulfill this aim the methodology proposed integrate the TRIZ methodology for introducing a common formalisation language and to support the company knowledge reuse. The TRIZ method provides 39 engineering parameters for describing the products (speed, weight, measurements accuracy, …), divided in three categories that include: physical and geometric parameters, negative parameters independent by technique, positive parameters independent by technique, which are used to translate all the QFD technical specification (Fig.3).
Using the QFD correlation matrix and its roof, it is possible to understand which technical specifications are directly correlated, so increasing one also the other will increase, and which others are inversely correlated, and which of them should be maximised and which one should be minimised. As a consequence of this, the method provides a set of TRIZ variables in contradiction. Instead of using the complete contradiction TRIZ matrix (39 x 39), it's introduced a reduced one, composed only by those involved in the semantic translation process. Not all the TRIZ variable could be useful for the enterprise’ specific product task, for example the TRIZ parameters speed (9) and power (21) are not compatible with the food and beverage packaging characteristics. For this it is employed a reduced contradiction matrix.

As the 39 x 39 matrix is structured with a first column and a first row where the 39 engineering variables are located, also the reduced one presents the involved TRIZ variable in the first row and in the first column and one or more of the 40 inventive principles in the other cells. Those inventive principles were got analysing brakthrough international patents by TRIZ developers. Looking at these inventive principles it will be possible to identify one physical suitable to the product development process. The translation from QFD specifications to TRIZ variables is performed using a cluster analysis approach [18]. So, looking at which variables need opposite physical principles, the reduced contradiction matrix principles are analysed and a physical principle is studied. At this stage three possible scenarios could happen (Tab.1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control 1: In this step the methodology verifies if a similar product development scenario has been analysed in the past</td>
<td>There is a similar contradiction matrix already stored</td>
<td>There is no similar contradiction matrices already stored</td>
<td>There is no contradiction matrixes already stored</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control 2: In this step the methodology verifies if a similar variable conflict happened in the past and which physical principle has been used</td>
<td>There is some physical principles stored together with the inventive principles</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOLUTION</td>
<td>The contradiction scenario has been already analyzed working on a previous product. It is possible to use all the physical principles already employed</td>
<td>The already stored physical principle are checked in order to verify if they fit the present contradiction. If they fit the principle is adopted, otherwise another is developed and stored</td>
<td>A new physical principle is proposed and after its validation, is stored in the company Data Base</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Proposed Methodology Scenarios

In the first scenario, the proposed methodology has been already employed for previous projects and consequently a certain number of reduced contradiction matrixes have been stored and a certain number of physical principles have been integrated with the inventive principles (figure 4x). In this situation, the designers define the reduced contradiction matrix of the new development product and this will be compared, with all the other already stored in the company database. If the comparison shows a difference lower than 10% the two matrixes are considered similar so the product development scenario that have been already faced and the previous product experience could be fully employed.
In the second scenario, when similar conflict matrixes are not found in the database, it is necessary to work on a lower level, because it means that another similar product development scenario has not been analysed (figure 4y). So the comparison moves to the single inventive principles of the new reduced inventive matrix and the methodology proposes to verify if there is also a correspondent physical principle that could fit with the present variable conflict.

In the last scenario, no similar reduced conflict matrixes have been found and no fitting physical principles have been identified analysing the single inventive principles (figure 4z). This situation could occur when the company is working on a new domain or if the proposed methodology is employed for the first time. A new physical principle is proposed and if it solves the contradiction, and is accepted by the team, it will be stored together with the inventive principle.

With this methodology it is possible to store, organize and share the company knowledge, avoiding competence loss, and it’s possible to make it available for searching and re-utilizing in future products, accordingly to the PLM basis. The key search will be the reduced matrixes arising from the TRIZ application, which provides a common semantics available to all the product characteristics. Moreover introducing this TRIZ translation QFD
Technical specifications (KPCs), specific of the designer and of the project, are moved to an higher level providing a more flexible behaviour that could be adapted to any product development typology.

3. Case of study

In order to understand the efficacy of the proposed methodology in the consumer packaged goods, it’s proposed a new packaging solution in which waste materials are easy to dispose of, accordingly to the design for environment principles, so extending the enterprise design objectives to the end of the product’s life.

This experimental validation moves in the scenario 3, so it is assumed that this kind of problem was never dealt with before in the enterprise, so it will not be possible to find a former similar contradiction matrix. This new problem can be solved using the TRIZ methodology and the results stored into PLM database for future reuse.

Many food and beverage packaging are very often made of polylaminate material (for milk, fruit juices, wine, soup and other liquid food), which is usually composed by aluminium alloy series 1000 (5%), polyetilen (20%) and paper (75%). The percentage of waste polylaminate package is continuously increasing in municipal solid waste. In 2007 more of 137 bilion of polylaminate package were producted and used around the world [18].

The customers were proposed a questionnaire where they described freely their most important product attributes. The free answers were reworded considering similar statements of different users and then the reworded proposition were again subjected to the customers group which assigned a score on a scale form 1 to 5 to each of them. Figure 4 shows the resulting customer requirements list, of 11 entries and the corresponding importance values.

Design experts of packaging enterprises were asked to identify the package design attributes corresponding to the given customer requirements list and they also defined the weights of the relationship matrix.

Figure 4 shows the resulting customer requirements list, of 11 entries and the corresponding importance values. Design experts of packaging enterprises were asked to identify the package design attributes corresponding to the given customer requirements list and they also defined the weights of the relationship matrix.

![Figure 4: The House of Quality for the case of study](image)

In the case of study, the last 2 rows of the QFD matrix show the importance ratings of the engineering characteristics. The main design attributes of packaging are: seal material, package material, geometry, seal shape and seal structural elements. It is clear how the most important issues are the material of the container and seal. Starting from the TRIZ parameters that describe the package (container) material are: complexity (36), strength (14), durability of non moving object (16), ease to manufacture (32). In table 2 the reduced conflict matrix, relative to the issue of container material, is shown.
Table 2. The reduced conflict matrix. In the cells are listed the TRIZ inventive principles that can be applied to solve the contradictions.

The engineering parameters in conflict for the container material are "#32, ease to manufacturing" and "#36, device complexity". The feature to improve is the material eco-compatibility in row #32: “Ease to manufacturing" and the undesirable secondary effect is polyamide material in column #36, “Device complexity". The intersecting cell in the Table of Contradictions suggests to use the inventive principles #27, 26, and #1 to solve the problem. Those principles are to be analysed to see if and how can be applied to the current problem.

The useful inventive Principle #1 is “Segmentation”:

a. Divide an object into independent parts
b. Make an object sectional
c. Increase the degree of an object's segmentation

The solution could be to divide the container in two independent parts: an external paperboard box and an internal aluminium bag. The external paperboard guarantees the required strength for the package handling while the internal bag guarantees the correct preservation of content.

It is important that the new packaging characteristic are the same of the polyamide packaging: the internal bag must satisfy to the requirements of “Ease to fill”. The TRIZ engineering parameters that characterize this requirement are: length of stationary (4), area of stationary (6), stability of the object (13), shape (12), ease to manufacture (32). The table 3 proposes the reduced conflict matrix relative of the issue of the internal bag.

Table 3. The reduced conflict matrix.

The engineering parameters in conflict in the case of the internal bag are #32 “Ease to manufacturing”, #12 “Shape” and #13 “Stability of the object”. The feature to improve in the first conflict is the simplicity of production #32 and the undesirable secondary effect is a shape that is not simple to fill #12. Looking these up on the Table of Contradictions, the principles 1, 28, 13 and 27 can be found in the intersecting cell. The useful inventive Principle is #28 “Mechanics substitution”:

a. Replace a mechanical means with a sensory (optical, acoustic, taste or smell) means.
b. Use electric, magnetic and electromagnetic fields to interact with the object.
c. Change from static to movable fields, from unstructured fields to those having structure.
d. Use fields in conjunction with field-activated (e.g. ferromagnetic) particles.

The solution may be create a mobile canal for filling the internal bag. The feature to improve in the second conflict is the stability during the filling #13 “Stability of the object” and the undesirable secondary effect is a shape that is not simple to fill #12 “Shape”. Looking these up on the Table of Contradictions, it’s possible to identify the principles 22, 1, 18 and 4. The useful inventive Principle is again #1, “Segmentation” and the solution may be to divide the internal bag in four pieces to make it more stable. An example is showed in the figure 5. The 4 patches welded together provide more stiffness of the bag walls. The bottom is shaped like a plane so to obtain a large support surface. The approximatively square section of the bag will fit well into a
parallelepipedal cardboard box which will also provide additional support for the bag walls. Those contribute to the stability of the object once filled.

![Figure 5. The possible shape of internal bag.](image)

It is necessary to design a suitable sealing. The engineering parameters that describe a suitable sealing are: length of stationary (4), area of stationary (6), shape (12), stability of the object (13), reliability (27), ease to manufacture (32), device complexity (36). Table 4 proposes the reduced conflict matrix relative of the issue of the seal.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>4</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>32</th>
<th>36</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>17, 7, 10, 40</td>
<td>13, 14, 15, 7</td>
<td>39, 37, 35</td>
<td>15, 17, 27</td>
<td>1, 26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>26, 7, 9, 39</td>
<td>2, 38</td>
<td>40, 16</td>
<td>1, 18, 36</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>13, 14, 10, 7</td>
<td>33, 1, 18, 4</td>
<td>1, 32, 17, 28</td>
<td>16, 29, 1, 28</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>22, 1, 18, 4</td>
<td>35, 19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>15, 17, 27, 16, 40</td>
<td>1, 28, 13, 27</td>
<td>11, 13, 1</td>
<td>27, 26, 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>6, 36</td>
<td>15, 37, 1, 8</td>
<td>26, 27, 1, 13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. The reduced conflict matrix.

The conflicts with the features to improve and the undesired secondary effects are: the reliability against the complexity of the closure, the facility of manufacture against the device complexity and the stability and the possibility to reuse the closure against the complexity in the production. The TRIZ matrix proposes the following principles to solve the contradiction between improving #27 “Reliability” without the secondary effect of #36 “Device complexity”. The suggested principles are:

#13 “The other way round”:
- a. Invert the action(s) used to solve the problem (e.g. instead of cooling an object, heat it).
- b. Make movable parts (or the external environment) fixed, and fixed parts movable.
- c. Turn the object (or process) ‘upside down’.

#35 “Parameter changes”:
- a. Change an object's physical state (e.g. to a gas, liquid, or solid.)
- b. Change the concentration or consistency.
- c. Change the degree of flexibility.
- d. Change the temperature.
and #1, “Segmentation”. Based on these inventive principles a possible solution of the conflicts is to segment the seal thereby to manufacture the seal of the internal bag separately from the closure of the container, using a different recyclable material. A possible solution is to use a clip similar the one showed in the figure 6 for sealing the internal bag.

![Figure 6. A bag clip.](image)

The last problem is the container closure, it must be functional and easy to use, once people opened the container, the bag closure must be accessible and the liquid inside must be easy to pour. According with TRIZ inventive principles the solution proposed is to create a movable paperboard canal linked with the bag clip. According to the results of the methodology application, a possible solution to the waste disposal problem which eliminates the polylaminate packaging, is to manufacture the packaging in two different main parts: external paperboard container and internal aluminium bag. Figure 7 shows the net of the paperboard container, figure 8 the bag model and figure 9 explains the new packaging functioning. This can be summarized as follow:

a. The beverage producer opens the paperboard container and
b. places the aluminium bag into the open container, ready for filling.
c. Once the bag is filled, it is sealed with the plastic clip, then
d. the paperboard container is closed and it’s handled, stocked and transported to the shop.
e. The customer opens a smaller lid in the top surface of the container, extracts the bag neck, removes the plastic clip and pours the content. To seal again the bag it suffice to reclip it.

The container parallelepipedal shape also satisfies the requirements of ergonomics and ease to pile.

![Figure 7. The net of paperboard container.](image) ![Figure 8. The internal bag model](image)
The model of the internal bag (figure 8) has been analysed by FEM software to verify the load resistance. In the model, the bag was considered as filled with water and the walls of the bag were able to get contact with the external paperboard container and to be supported by it. The results of numerical analysis are shown in figure 10. The maximum equivalent tension calculated is 70 MPa, which is lower than the yielding stress of the aluminium material considered for the calculation (aluminum alloy 1145-H19, yield tensile strength 145MPa, 0.05mm thickness, EN601, EN602).

This pre-design shows that is possible to obtain an adequate strength by the combination of the internal bag and the external paperboard container and the sealing is assured by closing the bag neck with the plastic clip.

For the next applications, the search of the contradiction matrixes into PLM database will be done using the TRIZ parameters. Once the designers had chosen the TRIZ parameters that describe the product, those can be used both to search contradictions and to browse into the database for search the TRIZ matrix that proposes a solution for the conflict.

The result of the technique application is a new package that could be implemented and assessed in the industrial practice, conforming to the customer requirements and to the environmental regulations.

4. Conclusions

The proposed methodology offers great potential for food&beverage product developers who want to develop innovative package at low cost, by reusing the historical knowledge of the enterprise, which is recorded and shared through the PLM database. Its implementation creates wide possibilities to reuse old design and solutions adopted in other similar fields or products, so reducing design costs, plant set-up costs and reaching a lesser time to market.

The QFD matrix helps designers to identify the key product characteristics starting from the customer requirements: the KPCs are a useful tools to highlight the new packaging objectives that must be satisfied during design phase. The TRIZ successfully examines the contradiction among the KPCs and proposes practical approaches to solve the problems found. Moreover, the TRIZ problem description with the contradiction matrixes is useful to index and search information into PLM database, so to share and reuse the enterprise knowledge.
The case of study resolves the conflict between key product characteristics when the design intent is extended to consider the packaging disposal and recycling at the end of its usefulness, conforming to design for environment regulations. It demonstrated the strength of the combined methodology to develop a new packaging design with completely recyclable materials: paperboard for the external container and aluminium for the internal bag.
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